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Research in the field of free-space optical interconnection networks has reached a point where simula-
tors and other design tools are desirable for reducing development costs and for improving design
time. Previously proposedmethodologies have only been applicable to simple systems. Our goal was to
develop a simulation methodology capable of evaluating the performance characteristics for a variety of
different free-space networks under a range of different configurations and operating states. The
proposed methodology operates by first establishing the optical signal powers at various locations in the
network. These powers are developed through the simulation by diffraction analysis of the light
propagation through the network. After this evaluation, characteristics such as bit-error rate,
signal-to-noise ratio, and system bandwidth are calculated. Further, the simultaneous evaluation of
this process for a set of component misalignments provides a measure of the alignment tolerance of a
design. We discuss this simulation process in detail as well as provide models for different optical
interconnection network components.
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optical network modeling.
1. Introduction

Within the past few years, there has been a growing
research trend in both the academic and the commer-
cial arenas toward the employment of optical technol-
ogy in computer interconnection networks.1–11 This
trend is fueled by the steady increase in the perfor-
mance of modern computing systems and the corre-
sponding demand for higher bandwidths from current
interconnection networks. Faster computer compo-
nents and newer, data-intensive computer architec-
tures will require better interconnection systems to
meet their performance capabilities. Research has
already shown that optics technology offers advan-
tages over electronics technology to provide these
future interconnection solutions.12–14
Within the realm of optics, there exist several

technologies capable of providing these interconnec-
tion systems. One technology revolves around the
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use of optical fibers and waveguides and already has a
proven track record in the area of telecommunica-
tions.1,4,7,15–17 Another technology uses free-space op-
tics. Free-space optical systems offer several advan-
tages for implementing interconnection networks.
These advantages include the high parallelism of
routing signals through a three-dimensional 13-D2
volume, signal isolation, good power and thermal
management, and low time skew between signals.
These advantages motivated the research of free-
space optical interconnection networks 1OIN’s2.3,11,18–26
This research has already expanded beyond theoreti-
cal considerations and into the realm of prototyping
and constructing OIN’s.2,9,27–33
As the volume of OIN research increases and the

development of OIN’s as commercial products begins,
design tools will be necessary to quicken the design
process, to identify problem areas, and to lower costs.
Foremost of these tools will be simulation packages to
permit exploration and refinements to OIN designs
before the expensive implementation phase is entered.
In particular, generic simulation packages capable of
a variety of different optical systems would permit
exploration of different OIN ideas without the cre-
ation of new simulators for each specific design.
The development of simulation methodologies to

meet this growing need has so far been limited, and



the methodologies proposed so far have been re-
stricted to simple systems.34 Furthermore, these
methodologies lack the capability of being applicable
to a large range of different system designs while also
permitting examination of the effects of minute
changes, such as in component alignment and position.
Our goal was to develop such a simulation methodol-
ogy for a free-space system that would require only a
description of the optical system 1components, posi-
tions, alignment angles, etc.2 and would allow the
designer to simulate the system under a variety of
different configurations and component alignments.
We also sought to include active optical devices, such
as spatial light modulators 1self-effect electro-optic
devices, liquid-crystal televisions, deformable mir-
rors, etc.2, that could be used to perform switching in
the network.
The focus of this paper is the presentation of a

free-space OIN power simulation methodology ca-
pable of analyzing a variety of different network
designs. In this simulationmethodology, the simula-
tor analyzes a description of the optical interconnect
system of interest that is created by the designer.
This network may contain active switching devices,
and such networks are simulated with different
switching configurations. The first stage of the analy-
sis is the simulation of the light propagation through
the network. This simulation is a two-step process.
The first step of this process is a ray tracing of the
optical channel of interest 1which is defined by the
user2. This ray tracing provides information about
the beam position and angle of incidence for each
component in the system. This information is then
used by the second step of the analysis, in which an
electric field description of the light beam is propa-
gated through the system. This propagation is simu-
lated by the Fresnel diffraction equation. Further-
more, the use of diffraction analysis permits the
propagation of electric subfields. By breaking the
beam description into two subfields, each with an
orthogonal polarity, one can simulate the polarity
characteristics of the system as well. For the optical
components, a combination of transmittance func-
tions and Jones calculus35 matrices is used in the
modeling. This technique permits inclusion of both
diffractive and refractive optics in the simulation as
well as polarization-sensitive devices, which have not
been shown in the other OIN simulation methodolo-
gies.34
The second stage of the analysis of the system

provides the system characterization data. From
the beam representations, optical signal power evalu-
ations are performed through surface integration of
the equivalent intensity fields. These evaluations
include input optical power from the source plane,
output optical power over the detectors, and optical
cross-talk power. From these parameters the sys-
tem metrics of optical efficiency, signal-to-noise ratio
1SNR2, and bit-error rate 1BER2 are determined.
These parameters also calculate the maximum sys-
tem bandwidth. Altogether, these metrics provide a
measure of the performance capabilities of an OIN
design. Furthermore, the proposedmethodology per-
mits the introduction of lateral and angular variances
in the placement of components. The effect of these
variances on the performance metrics provides a
measure of the misalignment tolerance of the OIN
system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 discusses the OIN characteristics examined
by this methodology. This section also provides the
algorithm of the simulation methodology. Section 3
details the process of simulating the propagation of
light by the use of the diffraction analysis method,
and Section 4 explains the models used by the simula-
tor for the various optical components found in OIN’s.
Section 5 examines our current research in develop-
ing an implementation of the algorithm. Section 6
concludes this paper.

2. Methodology for the Determination of Optical
Interconnection Network Performance Characteristics

Here we present the basicmethodology for the simula-
tor. We begin by describing the network model to be
used by the simulation methodology. This is fol-
lowed by an examination of the performance charac-
teristics calculated by the methodology. Finally, the
methodology algorithm is presented.

A. Model for the Optical Interconnection Network

We now briefly discuss the OIN model for the pro-
posed simulator methodology. The OIN is similar to
electronic interconnects in that it comprises a collec-
tion of communication links between different comput-
ing nodes or components. In a free-space OIN, these
links consist of arrays of light beams that fill a 3-D
volume. The routing and control of these links are
produced by a variety of different optical components
such as lenses, prisms, and beam splitters. OIN’s
can also contain optical switching devices to change
the routing of the various signal beams dynamically.
Thus the OIN model consists of two planes within a
3-D volume, i.e., a source plane and a detector plane.
Between these planes lie a series of blocks represent-
ing the beam-steering optics and the optical switches.
The planes and blocks are connected together by links
that represent the data channels of the network.
Light travels in a single direction in this model 1from
the source plane to the detector plane2; Fig. 1 shows
the OINmodel.
The goal of the presented simulation methodology

is to calculate a set of metrics that measures a
network’s performance. These metrics are related
to the signal power of the optical beams. Thus the
details of the network model should be oriented for a
technique of simulating light power flow. In the
proposed methodology we use diffraction analysis for
providing this simulation, and we discuss the reasons
for choosing this method as well as the implementa-
tion of this technique in Section 3. Thus, with
diffraction analysis, each of the component blocks
consist of data planes. Each data plane contains
10 July 1995 @ Vol. 34, No. 20 @ APPLIED OPTICS 4053



sampled data that describe a small region of the
component. These data consist of a transmittance
function arranged into a Jones calculus matrix for
inclusion of polarity effects. The diffraction analysis
uses light information from each data plane to calcu-
late the corresponding light field at the next data
plane along the optical path.

B. Parameters Used in Simulation

As with any simulation, the methodology is depen-
dent on the parameters desired from the simulation.
These parameters may be divided into two sets:
operation parameters and performance parameters.
The operation parameters are values that can be
physically measured from the network. With this
methodology the primary operation parameters are
based on the optical signal power. These parameters
include the radiant source power, the irradiant detec-
tor power, and the optical cross-talk power. The
performance parameters are metrics that define the
capability and feasibility of the network. From these
parameters we calculate the system performance
metrics of optical system efficiency, SNR, BER, and
network bandwidth. We discuss these parameters
within the following subsections.

1. Operation Parameters
Because the operation parameters are quantities of
optical power, the calculation of these parameters
involves surface-integrating light intensity fields.
These fields are only required at two locations: 1a2
immediately after the source plane and 1b2 immedi-
ately before the detector plane. Each intensity field
is produced by36

I1x, y2 5 Us
21x, y2 1 Up

21x, y2, 112

where Us and Up are the two electric light fields used
by diffraction analysis. Within the intensity fields,
the parameter being calculated defines the area of
integration.

Fig. 1. Model for a 3-D OIN. An OIN consists of a two-
dimensional array of signal beams routed between sources and
detectors. Beam-steering optics between the sources and the
detectors determine the topology of the OIN. Additionally, the
network may include active switching components. Within the
simulation framework, each component is represented by a two-
dimensional data array.
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The first parameter of interest is the radiant power
of the sources, Psrc signal, which quantifies the amount
of power in the data signal entering the network.
Thus integration occurs over the source aperture on
the source intensity field. The value of the param-
eter determines the amount of drive current neces-
sary to modulate the light source. This information
is needed for the design of the drive circuitry for the
OIN sources and also influences some system proper-
ties such as heat dissipation, chip complexity, and the
operating speed of the system.
The irradiant detector power or output power,

Pdet signal, requires an integration over the detector
aperture area. This parameter defines the system
operating speed and the feasibility of the design.
If the output signal is too low, it will be indistinguish-
able from the detector noise and the network will not
operate.
The optical cross-talk power, Pct, is defined as the

amount of overlap on the target detector from the
other signal beams. Several methods exist to calcu-
late this parameter, and the means used in this
methodology is discussed in Subsection 2.C. This
parameter provides amajor factor to the system-noise
calculations.

2. Performance Parameters
Optical efficiency (hsys ). The optical efficiency rates
the power transfer capability of the OIN design.
This metric is given by

hsys 5
Pdet signal

Psrc signal

. 122

Systems with low efficiency require higher-powered
sources to provide a sufficient signal for the detectors.
These systems are also more likely to have a higher
ambient light level. This ambient light appears as a
factor in the system noise.
System bandwidth (BW). The system bandwidth

indicates the maximum data flow capable from the
design. One obtains the bandwidth by first calculat-
ing the maximum data-transmission rate with

Tint 5
Pdet signal

Edetect

, 132

1Rtrans2max 5
1

Tint

, 142

whereTint is the integration time necessary to detect a
single bit, Edetect is the threshold light energy for a
logical one, and Rtrans is the transmission rate. The
data channel with the lowest Rtrans sets the upper
limit of the system’s operating speed. One then
determines the OIN bandwidth 1BW2 by

BW 5 MRtrans, 152

where M is the total number of data channels in the
network.



This parameter is sensitive to the output power. A
low output power results in a lower operating speed
because of the longer integration times for the proper
interpretation of the signal. Thus the system band-
width is diminished. To correct this a designer must
increase the input power, increase the system effi-
ciency, or use more sensitive detectors. In each case
the solution is expensive, and other factors often play
a role as to which solution is taken. Improving the
system efficiency carries the benefit of lowering heat
dissipation, but it requires expensive alterations to
the system. If diffraction is a major factor on system
efficiency, larger apertures are necessary; this in turn
could reduced bandwidth by reducing the number of
channels in the system.
Signal-to-noise Ratio (SNR). The system reliabil-

ity of an interconnect is often related by the system
BER. The BER is defined as the probability for a
given bit to be corrupted by the system.37 For a
digitial system this number must be kept very low,
i.e., of the order of less than 10217 for gigahertz
transmission frequencies.34 The BER is closely re-
lated to the system SNR. For an optical interconnect
the SNR is found by

SNR 5
Pdet signal

Psrc noise 1 Psys noise 1 Pdet noise

. 162

System noise involves several factors, including cross
talk and ambient light. Noise is also affected by
component misalignment, aperture sizing, fluctua-
tions in the light source, and electron noise in the
detectors. Thus, to provide the low BER required for
computing, a designer must strive to reduce all noise
to the lowest possible level.
Bit-Error Rate (BER). There are several methods

of calculating the BER of the optical interconnect.34,37
One of the most robust methods involves the use of
Gaussian statistics in the detection process. This
leads to the following expression for the BER34,38:

BER 5
1

12pQ21@2
exp12Q2@22; 172

Q 5
0D 2 ai 0

si

, 182

D is the decision current threshold, i is the binary
signal value, ai is the signal current level, and si is the
variation in signal levels. Equations 172 and 182 are
used to determine the optimum input power needed to
achieve a given BER by39

Popt 5
1 1 SNR21

1 2 SNR21
Q
hc

le
7iNA281@2

N

htot

, 192

where h is Planck’s constant, e is the charge of an
electron, c is the speed of light, 7iNA281@2 is the rms noise
of the detector, htot is the total system efficiency
including the detectors and sources, and N is the
fan-out of the inputs.34 Likewise, Eq. 192 may be
rearranged to yield a value ofQ:

Q 5
1 2 SNR21

1 1 SNR21

le

hc

1

Popt7iNA281@2

htot

N
. 1102

Equation 1102 permits the calculation of the system
BER for different values of input power.
Misalignment tolerance. Finally, OIN feasibility

must be addressed by the designer, especially with
regard to commercial implementation. To this end,
misalignment tolerancemust be examined. Inmanu-
facturing, systems must be assembled rapidly. Even
with the use of robotics, positional and alignment
variances will occur. Furthermore, temperature ef-
fects such as expansion and contraction will cause
minute variations in position and alignment. A de-
signer must be aware of these conditions and account
for the effects of misalignment on system operation.
Critical alignments may require special brackets and
assembly procedures to be developed, which add to
the system cost. Thus knowledge of such potential
trouble areas is useful during the design process.
Misalignment does not relate with the other param-

eters with simple equations. For different OIN’s, the
relationship of misalignment to the other system
parameters will vary substantially. Thus, for these
misalignment relationships for a given OIN to be
obtained, a recursivemethod of simulationwith differ-
ent misalignment values is necessary. This cyclic
process then yields graphical representations of these
misalignment relationships. These allow a designer
to have a feel for the commercial suitability of the
design. Designs whose operating characteristics are
sensitive to alignment will be costly because of the
need for extra stability in the design. These designs
may also be impractical for certain operating environ-
ments.

C. Algorithm for the Determination of Performance
Parameters

The initialization phase for this algorithm involves
establishing the parameters that define the simula-
tion environment. These parameters include a de-
scription of the OIN setup, information regarding the
status of the optical switches, information about any
misalignments to be implemented, and the signal
channel to be analyzed. Initialization also retrieves
the system description from a file created by another
program such as a computer-aided design program, or
one created by the designer. This file contains infor-
mation regarding the types and configuration of the
optical components. Further, component location and
placement are included along with data about the
number and types of sources and detectors.
We now describe the simulation algorithm. As we

can see in Fig. 2, in step 1 the simulator loads the
system description and then begins the primary loop,
L1. Every cycle of this loop provides characteristic
information of the OIN for a single switching state
and a particular set of misalignments. Repeated
cycles through this loop with changing misalign-
10 July 1995 @ Vol. 34, No. 20 @ APPLIED OPTICS 4055



ments determine the misalignment characteristics of
the OIN. The establishment of the switching state
and misalignment information along with other sys-
tem conditions and simulation parameters occurs
immediately on entering the loop. From this informa-
tion, a two-dimensional amplitude and phase descrip-
tion is formed for a light wave located immediately
after the source array with only a single active source
1which was chosen by the designer2. An intensity
field over the input array is formed from the descrip-
tion field and integrated over the aperture of the
active source to determine the input power.
On calculation of the input power, the propagation

of the electric light field through the OIN is simulated
as shown in step 5. The details of this simulation are
contained in Section 3. This propagation simulation
forms an amplitude and phase description of the light
wave incident upon the detector array. From this
description, the calculation of an output intensity
field proceeds in a similar manner to the previous
formation of the input intensity field. Integration of
the output field over the targeted detector aperture
produces the output power.
The next task for the algorithm is the determina-

tion of the cross-talk power. There are two options
available for this calculation. First, we can approxi-

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the simulation methodology. The goal of
this methodology is the interpretation of the power characteristics
of an OIN. The methodology operates by taking information
describing the optical system, establishing a single data channel to
analyze, and propagating the electric field description of the light
beam that makes up the data channel.
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mate the cross-talk power by surface integrating the
current output intensity field over all of the nontar-
geted detectors and summing these results. This is
shown in step 8. The basis of this approximation is
the assumption that

Pa@b 5 Pb@a,

where Pa@b is the amount of optical power irradiant on
detector a by a beam intended for detector b. This
assumption depends on several factors. These fac-
tors are as follows.
First, the intensity profile of the beams must be

symmetrical. This permits the intensity profiles over
the two detectors to be symmetrical and the detected
powers to be the same. However, in the case of an
asymmetrical profile, the approximation method can
still be valid if the targeted detector is the central
detector of the array. Denoting this central detector
as D10,02, for every detector, D1m,n2, we see that there
exists a linearly symmetric detector, D12m,2n2. In this
case,

P1m,n2@10,02 5 P10,02@12m,2n2.

Thus,

P1m,n2@10,02 1 P12m,2n2@10,02 5 P10,02@1m,n2 1 P10,02@12m,2n2,

and the total powers become equivalent.
Second, the placement of the beams should be

uniform about the detector array. Inherent in the
basic assumption is the requirement that the center
of every beam be positioned similarly with respect to
the center of each targeted detector. In other words,
the location of the center of beam a on detector a is the
same as the location of the center of beam b on
detector b. Differences in these locations create dif-
ferences in the amount of respective overlap from
each beam and thus change the cross-talk power.
Third, the power in the different signal beams

should be equivalent. If all the beams take paths
through the same components, their powers should be
equivalent. However, different beams may take dif-
ferent paths through the OIN system. These paths
may have different optical efficiencies. If such is the
case, the intensity of each output beam will vary and
the approximation will be invalid. Similarly, the
intensity profile between the data beams may be
different, and this will also make the basic assump-
tion false.
Although this approach is sensitive to changes in

the optical system, the computational simplicity of
the approach makes it attractive.
The second approach provides a more rigorous

analysis. In this approach, shown as steps 9–11 in
Fig. 12, the network is simulated again, but with the
original source turned off and with the other sources
activated. After the second simulation, a new out-
put intensity field description is created and inte-
grated over the original target detector for the cross-
talk value. This is a much more computationally
exhaustive method and still yields only an approxima-



tion. However, the method is not sensitive to the
factors given in the previous approach and will pro-
duce more accuracy. In both approaches an input
that maps with the central detector should be simu-
lated to provide the highest cross-talk value. This
would represent the worst-case signal for the network
and would be the limiting factor on the OIN’s SNR.
Once a value of cross talk is obtained, the simula-

tion finishes with the calculation of the other system
metrics. These metrics are obtained with the equa-
tions given above. Themethodology is then repeated
several times with varying levels of misalignment.
The designer can plot the results to illustrate graphi-
cally the misalignment dependence of the OIN sys-
tem.

3. Analysis of the Simulation of the
Propagation of Light

A. Methodology for the Simulation of Light Propagation

For the simulation of an OIN, the optical system is
described by an unfolded multistage representation.
Figure 3 demonstrates this model. Each stage of the
description consists of a single optical component and
the free-space propagation region between the cur-
rent component and the next component in the sys-
tem, as shown in Fig. 4. As a result of the use of two
orthogonally polarized electric light fields in the prop-
agation routines, the components are described by
transmittance functions arranged into Jonesmatrices.
Jones calculus is employed to develop descriptions of
the light field on the backside of the components for
use by the diffraction equation. A discussion of the
models for the various types of components used in an
OIN is provided in Section 4.
Figure 5 is a flowchart of the methodology used for

simulating propagation. The first step in the simula-
tion methodology begins with the examination of the
system state information, wherein the active inputs
and switches are indicated. Field descriptions are
then created for the active inputs with data from a
system component description database. Next, an
intensity field is calculated from this input field and

Fig. 3. Unfolded multistage representation of an OIN. This
model consists of individual stages with a single component per
stage. Components that receive the same multiple times are
treated as multiple components.
integrated to derive a value of input light power.
The simulator then enters a series of propagations
from one component to the next. As mentioned
above, the propagation is performed with the Fresnel
diffraction equation with some help from a ray-trace

Fig. 4. Representation of a single stage in the OIN model. The
primary components of a propagation stage are the incident light
field, the component, and the free-space propagation region be-
tween the current component and the next component in the
system.

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the general approach for simulating the
propagation of light. An electric field description of the light wave
emitted from the source is created. This field description contains
two subfields at orthogonal polarities to include polarity effects in
the simulation. The field description is repetitively multiplied
with a component’s transmittance function and propagated to the
next component until the description at the detector array is
formed.
10 July 1995 @ Vol. 34, No. 20 @ APPLIED OPTICS 4057



preprocessing step. At each component one mul-
tiples the field description with the component trans-
mittance description before proceeding with the next
propagation. After propagation to the detector plane,
the resultant field is converted into an intensity field
for the estimation of values of output power, cross
talk, or both.
Of note in Fig. 3 is the possibility of splitting the

beam down two or more different paths. This is a
common feature inmany optical OIN’s.40 These splits
are treated as separate and parallel stages in the
network. However, this treatment is incomplete in
itself. Often the light beam for each of these parallel
stages has different characteristics than the beam in
the other stages. For example, a polarizing beam
splitter produces two beams with mutually orthogo-
nal polarity, whereas a 50–50 beam splitter produces
two beams that only differ by a p phase change.
Thus, even though the component is the same in all
these stages, the component transmittance function
may be different and the components may be consid-
ered as different for modeling purposes. In this case
the OIN model considers the beam split as having
occurred before the beam splitter, which is modeled as
two separate and parallel devices.

B. Implementation of Diffraction Analysis for Propagation

There are two approaches for evaluating the Fresnel
diffraction equation,

U1x0, y02 5
exp1 jkz2

jlz e
2`

` e
2`

`

U1xi, yi2

3 exp5 j k2z 31x0 2 xi22 1 1 y0 2 yi2246dxidyi.
1112

One approach involves the use of a surface-integra-
tion routine to calculate every sample point in a
propagated field. The other technique involves the
use of a two-dimensional fast Fourier transform 1FFT2
on the incoming electric field to form the propagated
light field description. Both techniques offer ben-
efits and limitations.
A mutual limitation on both techniques is the need

for a sufficient number of sample points in the light
field description to provide accurate results. With
too few sample points, a condition of undersampling
develops. In this situation the phase variation be-
tween two sampled points is greater than p, and the
field is treated as having a different spatial frequency.
The net result of this effect is the simulated propaga-
tion of a different light wave pattern. To prevent
this, one should set the sampling frequency to at least
twice the highest spatial frequency found in the
system.41
This need for a large number of samples in the

electric field has a direct impact on the execution
speed of the simulation. The surface-integration
routine has O 1n2m22 complexity, where n is the
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number of samples along one dimension in the input
field and m is the number of samples along a single
dimension in the propagated field. In comparison,
the FFT has O3n2 log1n24 complexity.41 However, the
FFT requires a zero-pad border to be added to the
data field to avoid the data being interpreted as one
cycle of a periodic function. This zero pad doubles
the field size in each dimension.41
The FFT also has other limitations with the frame-

work of the simulation methodology. One of these
limitations is the need to preprocess the data field
before the FFT is performed so that the resultant
output field is not shifted. Another limitation is the
dependence of the propagated field sample spacing on
the propagation distance between stages. This spac-
ing is also related to the sample spacing in the
original data field. This relationship is given by

X0 5 N
lz

Xi

, 1122

where X0 is the width of the output field, Xi is the
width of the input field, N is the number of samples
per dimension for both fields, l is the operating
wavelength, and z is the propagation distance. A
result of this dependence is that control of the field
size can only be maintained through the creation of a
resized data field, where the samples are estimated
from the samples of the FFT output field. The cost of
this technique is loss of accuracy as well as additional
computation time.
A third limitation of the FFT is the nature of the

propagated description. This description is always
centered around the optical axis of the system. Thus
if a beam is located after propagation at a point far off
the optical axis, the output field size must be suffi-
ciently large to be able to include the beam. Because
of the relationship mentioned above, this requires the
input field to be substantially small or the number of
samples to be significantly high. Both have an effect
on the accuracy of the resultant field as well as the
complexity of the calculation.
Because the surface-integration technique calcu-

lates values for specific output coordinates, the tech-
nique offers more flexibility than the FFT. With
preknown knowledge of where beams are located
through the system as well as estimates of the beam
sizes, the integration technique avoids the additional
limitations imposed on the FFT. Such beam-position
knowledge can be gained through ray-tracing tech-
niques. Thus, even though the integration tech-
nique is inherently more complex than the FFT
technique, the additional calculations necessary to
work around the FFT’s limitations significantly re-
duces its speed advantage. For example, let us say
that the input beam to a stage is 0.05 mm wide, is on
the optical axis, and is described by 100 sample points
in a 10 3 10 array. Ray tracing indicates that the
beam on the output plane is displaced by 20 mm.
The ray-trace–surface-integration approach can calcu-



late the beam description with only a 100 sample
points over a 0.1 mm 3 0.1 mm area in the region of
the offset and store the offset value in an internal
variable. In contrast, the FFT approach can only
work on axis and requires the calculation of sample
points over a 40.1 mm 3 40.1 mm area 1minimum2.
For the same sampling density as the surface-
integration approach, this involves the calculation of
16,080,100 points. Thus the flexibility of the surface-
integration approach can counter the computational
complexity of the method and make the approach
equivalent to the FFT approach with respect to the
number of calculations.
For this methodology, the surface-integration ap-

proach is used to implement the diffraction analysis
for propagating light. Associated with this analysis
is a ray-trace preprocessing routine to identify the
area for the integration routine to operate. As men-
tioned above, this will reduce the complexity of the
calculation by the avoidance of calculations for areas
where there is no signal.
Another point of concern are multiaxis devices such

as lenslet arrays. For such devices each individual
aperture contains its own optical axis. Normally a
beam would be incident upon a single aperture, but in
the event of misalignment the beam may cover more
than one lenslet. In this situation each portion of the
beam would be focused to each lenslet’s focal point.
For this to be simulated properly, each aperture must
be propagated individually. The set of output fields
created by this operation is then reconstructed into a
unified field description. In this reconstruction, over-
lapping electric fields are summed together. This
emulates the resulting interference that such over-
laps create.

C. Algorithm for the Simulation of Light Propagation

Given the issue of the propagation of individual
sources and apertures, as mentioned above, a highly
iterative procedure is required. Figure 6 provides a
detailed expansion of the general propagation simula-
tion approach given in Fig. 5. The need to track
individual inputs, beams, and apertures results in a
series of nested loops. The outermost loop, L5, propa-
gates the individual inputs. This is because diffrac-
tion analysis is only valid for coherent light-
. Although a single laser beam is coherent, light
between beams from multiple lasers is incoherent.
Diffraction analysis would incorrectly predict interfer-
ence in this case.
Next, loop L4 is formed for the different beams

created from a single input caused by beam splitters,
diffraction gratings, and so on. Once split, these
beams take different paths through the optical sys-
tem, thus requiring the individual propagation of
each beam. After this loop is established, the compo-
nent description is examined. In the case of a compo-
nent that produces multiple beams, the input field
description is saved for use later in individually
forming the different beams. Flags are examined
and altered for each cycle of the beam loop to record
which beams have already been propagated and
which beam is next to be formed from the input
description.
The component’s transmittance function is now

calculated and multiplied with the incident field
description, as seen in steps 7 and 8 in Fig. 6. At this
time, positional variances of the component are also
taken into account. In the case of lateral shifts the
electric field description is simply shifted by the
appropriate amount. For an angular component
alignment an additional calculation is required.
Angular positional variances with respect to the light
wave result in optical path-length differences, which
in turn produce a phase variance across the light field
but do not affect the polarity because the path is in a
free-space environment. This phase variance is a
function of the alignment angle, which is the angle of
incidence with respect to the component normal made
by the normal of the previous component. Through
trigonometry the additional phase term is found to be
exp12jkx tan1u22, where u is the alignment angle.
Multiplication of this phase term with the electric
field accounts for the angular alignment.
Finally, simulation of the light propagation is initi-

ated as illustrated in Fig. 7. The simulator first
determines the next component in the system and the

Fig. 6. Detailed flowchart of the propagation simulation method-
ology. Several loops are used to permit individual propagation of
inputs and beams, with each beam propagated through the system
on a component-by-component basis. After each beam reaches
the detector array, it is added into a system output field description
for use in calculating the systemmetrics.
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propagation distance. The loop over the different
apertures of the current component is established.
Next, a ray trace is performed for a ray at the center of
the beam 1or aperture2. This ray trace determines
the position of the incident beam on the next compo-
nent. A Gaussian beam-size equation estimates the
size of the propagated beam. An area that is a little
larger than the estimated beam size is then estab-
lished as the output beam area for the samples of the
diffraction analysis. The section of the electric field
covering the current aperture is isolated and multi-
plied with the Fresnel phase term. After this multi-
plication is performed, the surface integration routine
is used for each of the sample points in the output field
in loop L2. Interference effects from the other aper-
tures are also summed into the sample values.
This propagation continues with all of the compo-

nents in the signal path 1loop L32. After having
propagated a single beam to the detector plane, we
begin step 14 and form an output intensity field from
the electric field. This simply involves multiplying
the values in the electric field with their complex
complements. The detector intensity field is created
from the different propagated beams through summa-

Fig. 7. Methodology for simulating the propagation of a light
wave between components. The propagation is simulated for
individual apertures in the component. For each propagation a
ray trace is used to determine information on beam position; this is
then used by the routines that perform the diffraction analysis,
which involves surface integration of the Fresnel diffraction equa-
tion.
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tion. This intensity field is then used for the calcula-
tion of the output and cross-talk powers. Once the
final input has been propagated, the propagation
routine is finished.

4. Component Models

Aswementioned above, optical components are repre-
sented by transmittance functions arranged into Jones
matrices. To obtain these functions, we need models
that are suitable for diffraction analysis. In this
component modeling the descriptive equations or
data fields for each type of component are developed
for a fixed rotational orientation. Additional calcula-
tions are then employed to derive the transmittance
functions of the components in other rotational posi-
tions. The first calculation determines the relative
position of the sample points in the incident electric
field array with respect to the fixed component. This
maps the sample data points with the appropriate
locations on the fixed position component description.
In effect, the electric field is temporarily rotated to
match the component description. The Jones matrix
is formed with these relative position values. The
Jones matrix is then adjusted to incorporate the
component rotation. A Jones calculus rotation tech-
nique performs this adjustment. Through matrix
multiplication, the desired transmittance matrix is
found with

Mu 5 R2uMstdRu; 1132

Ru 5 3 cos1u22sin1u2

sin1u2

cos1u24 , 1142

u is the rotation angle, Mstd is the standard position
Jones matrix, and Mu is the matrix at the desired
rotation.35 We now present the individual compo-
nent models for many of the common components
used in an optical interconnect. Many of these mod-
els, especially for the passive components, are simple
extensions of models in common usage.

A. Lenses

One of the most common components in an OIN is the
lens. Commonly in OIN’s, lenses have been con-
structed into arrays for collimating light from the
sources in the source array or for purposes of focusing
onto the detector array. Lenses are also used occa-
sionally for routing the light beams. From a diffrac-
tion standpoint, the lens operates by imparting either
a spherical or a cylindrical phase alteration across the
incident light wave. Figure 8 shows a basic lens with
the appropriate measures for the model. The model
for this lens is described as

t1x, y2 5 K exp1 jknD02

3 exp32jk1n 2 12
x2 1 y2

2 1 1R1
2

1

R2
24 , 1152

where D0 is the thickness of the lens at the center and



Ri is the surface curvature measured from right to
left.36 HereK represents the amount of signal trans-
mittance in the lens. A typical lens contains a 4%
reflectance from each surface, which yields a K value
of 0.922. However, if antireflective coatings are used,
K approaches 1. By multiplying Eq. 1152 with a 2 3 2
identity matrix, one creates the matrix model of the
lens. In addition, in the case of a lenslet array, the
values of x and y are referenced from the center of the
respective lenslet in the array.

B. Thin Prisms

The behavior and model for the thin prism are similar
to that of the lens. The prism behaves by altering
the phase of the light wave front. The difference lies
in the geometry of the phase change. Whereas the
phase change from a lens is spherical, the phase
change from a prism is linear. Thus the model
equation for the prism becomes

t1x, y2 5 K exp1 jknD02exp32jk1n 2 12x sin1a24. 1162

As we can see in Fig. 9, a is the incline of the prism
and D0 is the thickness of the prism base. Differ-
ences in the orientation of the prism are handled
through the rotation equations.

C. Diffraction Gratings and Holograms

Diffraction gratings and holograms behave similarly
by imparting a pattern of phase or amplitude changes
to an incident light wave. However, this pattern,
especially in the case of the holograms, is rather
complex. For these complex cases, either the descrip-
tive transmittance function must be created by the
designer or a descriptive file containing transmit-
tance values in the proper array format must be
provided to the simulator. For computer-generated
holograms, this may be easily achieved by the conver-
sion of the computer-generated hologram file into a
format compatible with the simulator. For diffrac-
tion gratings with a simpile periodic pattern, such as

Fig. 8. Schematic for a basic thin lens that shows the measured
parameters necessary for creating the lens model, which is depen-
dent on the curvature of the front and back surfaces, the index of
the lens, and the lens thickness.
a square wave or a sine wave, the equation approach
is available for the creation of transmittance values.
The patterns may be produced with either Eq. 1172 for
the amplitude grating or with Eq. 1182 for the phase
grating:

t1x, y2 5 K312 1
a

2
fn1x, f024 , 1172

t1x, y2 5 K exp3 j a2 fn1x, f024 . 1182

In both equations a is the amplitude of the waveform,
f0 is the periodic frequency, and fn1 2 is the waveform
shape function. Currently the simulator is equipped
with the descriptive equations for sine-wave and
square-wave gratings.

D. Polarizers and Wave Plates

Polarizers and wave plates are optical components
whose sole purpose is the alteration of the polariza-
tion of the light wave. As such, these components
are well defined with Jones calculus. With the polar-
izer, the Jones matrix is

t 5 K31 0

0 04 . 1192

Likewise, the wave plate is modeled as

t 5 K31 0

0 exp12jL24 , 1202

where L determines the type of wave plate. For a
quarter-wave plate, L 5 p@2, whereas L 5 p for a
half-wave plate.35 Because these components alter

Fig. 9. Schematic of a thin prism. Indicated are the measured
parameters necessary for creating the prism model, including the
angle of incline of the prism, the index of refraction, and the prism
base thickness.
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the entire wave front uniformly, no additional terms
are necessary for the diffraction analysis. The diffrac-
tive effects caused by these components are due only
to the apertures containing these components.

E. Spatial Light Modulators

The spatial lightmodulator 1SLM2 provides the switch-
ing capability for the OIN. Presented are models for
two commonly used SLM’s. One of these devices, the
liquid-crystal television, is primarily a polarity-
altering device that requires a Jones calculus ap-
proach in modeling. Themodel is complicated by the
need to include a voltage term to alter the amount of
change in the polarization. The Jones matrix of a
liquid-crystal television with thickness d and that is
twisted 90° is42

J 5 exp12jf2

3 3 1 p

2g2sin1g2 cos1g2 1 j1bg2sin1g2

2cos1g2 1 j1bg2sin1g2 1 p

2g2sin1g2 4 ,
1212

where

b 5
pd

l
1ne 2 no2, 1222

f 5
pd

l
1ne 2 no2, 1232

g 5 31p22
2

1 b24
1@2

. 1242

Under application of an electric field, a tilt angle is
developed as given by

u 5 5
0 Vrms # Vc,

p

2
2 2 tan215exp321Vrms 2 Vc

V0
246 Vrms . Vc,

1252

where Vc is the threshold voltage and V0 is the excess
voltage in which the tilt angle is 49.6° 1see Ref. 422.
Replacement of newith ne1u2 is produced with

1

ne21u2
5
cos21u2

ne2
1
sin21u2

no2
. 1262

The symmetric self-effect electro-optic device is
another SLM that has received much attention. To
model this device the designer must determine the
reflectance of the device in the on and off states.
Phase change would also be measured. The device
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would then be represented by

t1x, y2 5 3r exp1 jf2 0

0 r exp1 jf24 , 1272

where r is the reflectance and f is the phase change.

5. Implementation Status

We developed a rough implementation of the simula-
tion algorithm in an effort to test the validity of this
approach. The program provided adequate results
for small systems 1of the order of 4 3 4 and 8 3 8
matrices2, but it placed a strain on our computing
resources. One of the primary weaknesses in the
implementation was the need for large blocks of
memory. We used a conservative sampling approach
in the rough implementation to avoid the problem of
undersampling. The second weakness was the
lengthy running times for each simulation with our
limited computing resources 1i.e., two Sun Sparc
workstations and an IBM RS@60002.
Currently we are refining the simulation implemen-

tation to reduce or eliminate these weaknesses. To
solve the memory problem, we are refining the sam-
pling approach to have the simulator use just enough
points to avoid undersampling while not sampling to
the point that memory is wasted. An additional
benefit of this research will be an increase in running
speed, because the fewer number of samples corre-
sponds to a lower number of calculations for the
Fourier transform. To solve the running-time prob-
lem, we are exploring the alteration of the program
code for use on a parallel machine. The algorithm
contains many areas for potential parallelism. One
of these areas is in the calculation of the output field.
The calculation of each sample point in the output
field is independent from the calculation of any other
sample point in that field. Because these calcula-
tions form the bulk of the program’s running time,
parallelization of these calculations should show a
considerable improvement in the program’s running
time. Such improvement is worth the effort in devel-
oping a parallel code.

6. Conclusions

The use of optics technology for computer interconnec-
tion networks has received much attention recently.
The research of such networks has entered into the
phase of the construction of prototypes, and the
development of commercial systems is foreseeable in
the near future. With this level of OIN design activ-
ity, there is currently a need for design tools to lower
design time and cost. One necessary tool is an
optical simulator to characterize network designs
before the construction phase. Such a simulator
would quicken the design process, identify problem
areas, and lower research costs.
We presented a simulation methodology for the

examination of free-space OIN’s. With this method-
ology a broad range of OIN designs are capable of



being simulated. This simulation provides perfor-
mance information with regard to the power flow of
the light beams through the OIN, which in turn leads
to the calculation of the performance parameters of
signal-to-noise ratio, bit-error rate, and system band-
width. Furthermore, the methodology permits the
characterization of these parameters with varying
degrees of component misalignment, thus providing a
means to measure the misalignment tolerance of the
OIN design.
The core of this methodology is the use of diffraction

analysis technology to simulate the propagation of
light through the OIN system. This type of analysis
permits the simulator to be able to work with differ-
ences in source types as well as themyriad of different
components that can make up an OIN. This is what
permits the simulation methodology to operate with a
variety of different networks. An additional flexibil-
ity of the diffraction analysis is the ability to propa-
gate two fields with orthogonal polarizations indepen-
dently. These two fields can be used to represent the
actual electric field of the light beam. With this type
of analysis, three characteristics of a light beam are
simulated: amplitude, phase, and polarization.
An implementation of the algorithm was developed.
However, the implementation required a large amount
of dedicated memory and took considerable time to
run. Future research will involve optimization of
this implementation to bring these problems to a
reasonable level.
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